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Greetings,
This week, ALIGN readers enjoy 25% off all purchases from
Kennesaw Co. where you can find top-quality men's quilted vests
perfect for concealed carry. Just use the code ALIGN25 at checkout!
Claim your exclusive offer
with code ALIGN25
Every American should have a little cowboy in them. No, most of us
don’t sleep under the stars. We don’t regularly ride horses or rope
cattle. But that doesn’t mean we have to become a population of pencil
pushers, pajama boys, and pushovers. Thanks to cars, electricity, and
air conditioning, the West is tamed. But that doesn’t mean we have to
be.
It’s the cowboy in us that says I respect the law, but I can’t stand for
when someone does something wrong—even if it's the government. It’s
the cowboy in us that knows work is hard, but doesn’t use that as an
excuse to quit. And of course, it’s the cowboy in us that may get licked
a few times, but after being beat down always gets back up.
You could live in the city or the country, have a blue-collar job or
white, but that doesn’t mean you can’t have a little cowboy in you—
and that sometimes you can’t put on some boots and look the part too.

Let's reach everyone who knows a better way is possible. Forward this issue to your friends and invite them to sign up for ALIGN.

The Better Alternative
The pansies out there may prefer to wear fluffy Ugg boots made by a
company whose commitment to “inclusion” is fitting for the softies
who wear their clothes. But real men and women need classic boots
that aren’t just high-quality and comfortable, but also send a
statement that the wearer is strong and fiercely independent. Of
course, we’re talking about cowboy boots.
There are a couple of great bootmakers out there who will have what
you need. Shepler’s—founded in 1899 with roots in the saddle and
leather business—has a wide selection of boots, hats, and more.
Abilene Boot Co. from Pennsylvania guarantees that their products
are exclusively made in America and they sell in stores across the
country. There’s also Pinto Ranch with a diverse, high-quality
selection of boots, hats, and clothes for folks who want their boots to
be as tough and long-lasting as a true cowboy.

If you know of a business that shares your values, let us know so we can spread the word.

Business Spotlight
No cowboy would be caught dead without a knife on hand to cut
some rope, kill some varmints, or serve as a last line of defense if the
six-shooter is spent. Sure, our knives today may be more heavily used
cutting down boxes and trimming stray threads on our clothes. But
you never know if you’ll need a blade for more important—or even

lifesaving—work.
With that said, Colonial Knife Co. is a great place to go to get
whatever knife you want to keep on hand. Pocket knives, switch
blades, glass breakers, tactical knives—this American company has
everything you need, and they’ve been doing it for nearly a century
since 1926.
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Jobs
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New Founding is hiring! If you

and join our online forum.
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a job aligned with their values,
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our directory, or
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members can list roles for which
they are hiring.

Subscribe to this newsletter
and invite your friends to
do the same.
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